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Abstract 
For symmetric indefinite tridiagonal matrices, block LDL T factorization without in- 
terchanges i shown to have excellent numerical stability when a pivoting strategy of 
Bunch is used to choose the dimension (1 or 2) of the pivots. © 1999 Elsevier Science 
Inc. All rights reserved. 
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I. Introduction 
Linear systems involving symmetric indefinite tr idiagonal  matrices arise in a 
number of  situations. For  example, Aasen's method with part ial  pivoting [1] 
produces a factorization HAl-I T = LTL T of  a symmetric matr ix A, where /7  is 
a permutat ion matrix,  L is unit lower tr iangular, and T is tr idiagonal.  To solve 
a l inear system Ax = b using Aasen's  method it is necessary to solve a system 
with coefficient matrix T. A recent appl icat ion that produces l inear systems 
with symmetric tr id iagonal  coefficient matrices is a Lanczos-based trust region 
method for unconstrained opt imizat ion of  Gou ld  et al. [8]. 
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Symmetric tridiagonal linear systems are most commonly solved by Gauss- 
ian elimination with partial pivoting (GEPP) or by LDL T factorization without 
pivoting. Neither method is completely satisfactory. GEPP destroys the sym- 
metry, and therefore cannot be used to determine the inertia, while an LDL T 
factorization yields the inertia of A directly from the diagonal of D, but can fail 
to exist and its computation can be numerically unstable when it does exist. 
A method that promises to combine the benefits of GEPP and LDL T factor- 
ization was proposed by Bunch [3], but has received little attention in the liter- 
ature. Bunch's idea is to compute a b lock  LDL T factorization without 
interchanges, with a particular strategy for choosing the pivot size (1 or 2) at 
each stage of the factorization. Bunch's method requires less storage but slight- 
ly more computation than GEPP (see [3] for the details). 
The purpose of this work is to examine the numerical stability of block 
LDL T factorization with Bunch's pivoting strategy. In Section 2 we define 
the pivoting strategy and explain how Bunch's derivation of it yields a 
bound of order 1 for the growth factor. In Section 3 we show that 
I ILII/IIA I I can be arbitrarily large and explain why numerical stability is there- 
fore not a consequence of error analysis for general block LU factorization. 
We prove normwise backward stability of the method in Section 3, making 
use of results of Higham [10] on the stability of general block LDL T factor- 
ization. 
2. Block LDL T factorization and the choice of pivot 
Consider the computation of a block LDL T factorization without inter- 
changes of a symmetric tridiagonal matrix A E R "×". In the first stage of the 
factorization we choose an integer s = 1 or 2 and partition 
s n -s  
A = . (2.1) 
n-s  B 
I fE  is singular for both choices o fs  then all = a21 = 0, but a21 = 0 means that 
the first row and column is already in diagonal form and we can skip to the 
next stage of the factorization. Therefore, we can assume that E is nonsingular. 
Then we can factorize 
0 . (2.2) 
E- I f  T ] 
This process can be repeated recursively on the (n - s) x (n - s) Schur comple- 
ment 
S = B - CE-1C T. 
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The result is a factorization 
A = LDt  T, (2.3) 
where L is unit lower triangular and D is block diagonal with each diagonal 
block having dimension 1or 2. While the factorization always exists, whether 
it can be computed in a numerically stable way depends on the choice of pivots. 
Bunch's strategy [3] for choosing the pivot size s at each stage of the factor- 
ization is fully defined by describing the choice of the first pivot. 
Algorithm 1 (Bunch's pivoting strategy). This algorithm determines the pivot 
size, s, for the first stage of block LDL T factorization applied to a symmetric 
tridiagonal matrix A E R n×". 
cr := max{laij[: i , j  = 1: n} (compute once, at the start of the factorization) 
:= (v~ - 1)/2 ~ 0.62 
if alalll >i 0ca~l 




Bunch excludes all from the maximization defining or; we find it more nat- 
ural to include it, because it increases the probability that a 1 x 1 pivot will 
be chosen, while having no effect on the analysis below. 
Bunch's choice of pivot can be explained by considering element growth in 
the factorization [3]. Since A is tridiagonal, the matrix C in (2.1) has the form 
C = a~+LseleX~, for unit vectors el E R "-~, es E W. Hence the Schur complement 
S =B 2 T -1 T - as+l,~(e~E es)elet, (2.4) 
which shows that only the (1,1) element of the Schur complement differs from 
the corresponding element of A. We now examine the possible lement growth 
in this position. 
Consider first the case s = 1. We have 
Sl1 = a22 - a da11. 
Hence, from the conditions in Algorithm 1, 
ff 
Islll.< +-, 
The choice s = 2 is made when 
crlatll < ~t '  (2.5) 
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For s = 2 we therefore have 
det (E) : a,,a22 - a~, <~ la,,a221 - a~, <~ aa~,laezl /a - a~, 
~< (~-  1)a~l < 0, 
since ~ < 1. Hence E is indefinite. We have 
(2.6) 
E_ I _  __1  (ae2 - -a21] (2.7) 
det (E) --a21 al l  
and so, from(2.4), sll = a33 - a22al l /det (E) .  Hence, using (2.5), 
[Sll[ ~< 1a331 4 (1 - ~)a~l <~ a + (1 - ~)~ - 1 - ~' 
We have obtained bounds epending only on • and a for the size of the (1,1) 
element of the Schur complement. This element is not subsequently modified 
and becomes a diagonal element of D. It follows that growth in any particular 
element takes place over a single stage of the factorization and is not cumula- 
tive. The value of :~ can therefore be determined by equating the maximal ele- 
ment growth for an s = 1 step with that for an s = 2 step. Hence we set 
o" o" 
o+ - - - -  
1 -~ '  
which is a quadratic in c~ having the positive root a := (x/~ - 1)/2. With ~ so 
chosen, the growth factor p, for the factorization satisfies 
maxij Idijl ~< 1 (x/~ + 3) ~ 2.62. 
P" ' -  max/j [aij[ -2 
3. Error analysis 
That the growth factor is nicely bounded oes not, by itself, imply that com- 
putation of the block LDL T factorization is a numerically stable process; see 
[10] for a discussion in the case of block LDL T factorization of general sym- 
metric matrices. From results on block LU factorization [6], numerical stability 
could be deduced if we could show that IILII/IIAIf is suitably bounded. 
We therefore xamine the size of the block CE -l of L in (2.2). For s = 1 we 
have 
__ 1a211 o- lICE-' I1~ -[a,,--~ ~< Ccla2,m--~ ' 
and the bound is sharp. It follows that IILI[/[IAI[ can be arbitrarily large. A pa- 
rametrized example is given by 
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A = E l /2  , 0 ~< e << 1, 
for which the first pivot is 1 x 1 and 
Z = O = IILII~./IIAII~ ~ e-'/2/2. ~-1/2 ~ 
For s = 2, 
l iCE  - ~ I1~ = la3211bef E -  l ll l 
(la21l + lal l l )  
-< la321 (1 - ~)a221 
1a321 1 
using (2.5) again. This bound is sharp and again it easy to construct a paramet- 
rized example in which IlCf-lll~/llAIl~ can be arbitrarily large. We conclude 
that numerical stability does not follow from results on general block LU fac- 
torization. 
Higham [10] proves the following eneral result. We employ the usual model 
of floating point arithmetic 
f l (xopy)=(xopy) ( l+6) ,  161<~u, ON = +,* , / ,  
where u is the unit roundoff. Absolute values of matrices and inequalities be- 
tween matrices are to be interpreted componentwise. 
Theorem 3.1. Let block LDL T faetorization with any pivot&g strategy be applied 
to a symmetric matrix A c ~n×n to yield the computed factorization 
HAIl  T ~ [[)L T, where H is a permutation matrix and D has diagonal blocks 
of dimension 1or 2. Let ~ be the computed solution to Ax = b obtained using the 
factorization. Assume that for all linear systems Ey = f involving 2 × 2 pivots E 
the computed solution ~ satisfies 
(E+AE) f=f ,  I~l<.(cu+O(u2)) lEI ,  (3.1) 
where c is a constant. Then, 
I I (A+AA~) I lS=Lb[  T , (A + AA2):? = b, 
where 
[AAi] <.p(n)u(lA [ + r/TI/,PIDllUtn) + O(u2), i = 1: 2, (3.2) 
with p a linear polynomial. 
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For our tridiagonal A we can set the polynomial p in Theorem 3.1 to be of 
zero degree, and we have H = I. However, to verify that the theorem is appli- 
cable, we have to check condition (3.1). It suffices to consider the first stage of 
the factorization. Suppose, first, that GEPP is used to solve Ey = f .  For a 2 × 2 
pivot E to be selected we must have 
trial11 < oca~l <~ ~la21 [o', 
which implies 
la,,l < ~lazll < la2~l. 
Hence GEPP interchanges rows 1 and 2 of E and factorizes 
= C ~  I =LU.  all a21 [.all a21 a21 a21 / 
From ([9], Theorem. 9.4), we have the backward error result 
(PE + AE)~ = PT, I~1 ~< (6u + O(uZ) )lLIfOI . 
Now, using (2.5), 
[ la21l 1022] ] Cla211 [a221 ] 
ILI IVI~ kla. I a2, ~ ~< o2~ + -a2 ,  j Llalll (2~+1)1a2~1 
Hence ILIIUI ~ v"5PJEI. It follows that (3.1) holds with c = 6v~. 
Another way to solve the linear systems Ey = f is by the use of the explicit 
inverse, as is done in L INPACK [7] and LAPACK [2] in their implementations 
of block LDLTfactorization with the pivoting strategyof Bunch and Kaufman 
• [4] for general symmetric matrices. The formula used in L INPACK and LA- 
PACK is suitable here too 
, 11 a2, f .  (3.3) Y = (aLL .~_  1) --1 a-a a21 \a2j a2l a21 
It is not hard to show that condition (3.1) holds when the formula (3.3) is used; 
the proof is very similar to that in [10] for the pivoting strategy of Bunch and 
Kaufman. 
We have now established that Theorem 3.1 is applicable. To deduce stability 
of the factorization we have to show that ]L[ ID[ [LTI is suitably bounded in norm 
(we have replaced the computed L and D by their exact counterparts, which af- 
fects only the second order term of (3.2)). 
We write 
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I 
os 
ILzJIIEI IL2111EIILT, I + ILslIDslILTI ' 
(3.4) 
where L21 and E are from the first stage of the factorization. We first bound 
F :=  ILz111EI < IC[IE-' I IEI • 
For s = 1 we have, trivially, I IFIG = la=ll ~< a. For s = 2, using (2.5)-(2.7), 
1 [a22 a2,]ra,l a2,] 
IE- I I IEI~(1-~)a~, [anl la111 Llanl 1a221 
_ 1 [laz211al,I +a2 , 21a2211a211 ] 
(1 - c~)a@, [ 21a211la,ll a@t + la, lllazzl 
2ka--~ -I 1 V~+ 1 raz, I / 
L I a211 
l F,+~ 2~] 




la111 ) 1a321 2~+ +~ IIFIIoo ~< la3211Je, T IE-l l lEI Il~ <~ 
~ (~1a211)  (3c t+ l )a  
~<l---L-~ 2 + l+ct  ~< <8a.  (3.6) a 1-co 
Now we bound G:= [L211lEIIL~l I. For s = 1, 
a21 o" 
~< -<2a.  Ilall~ = la111 
For s = 2, 
G<~ICIIE-1]IEI]E-11cT I 2 T -~ 
= a32e2(IE IlE[IE-ll)ezele'~. 
We bound the (2,2) element of IE-1[IEIIE-II starting with (3.5) and find that 
a322 (3 + ~)lal,i ~< (3 + ct)a]2 ct + ~t)ct aIIGIG~<(I_ 22 ~<(3 ct) a21 (1 - ~)2 a (1 - ~t) 2 < 16a. (3.7) 
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We have now bounded all the terms in (3.4) except he term [LsllDsllZ~[. But 
Ls and Ds are block LDL T factors of the Schur complement of D in A, and 
every Schur complement S satisfies 
IISIIM ~< p, IIAIIM ~< 2.6211AIIM, (3.8) 
where 
l[ A [IM --= max[aijl. 
td 
From the bounds (3.6)-(3.8) and the structure of the (2,2) block in (3.4) we 
deduce that 
IIILIIDIILTII]M <~ 16 × 2.6211A11., ~ < 4211AII M. 
The following result summarizes the stability of block LDL T factorization with 
Bunch's pivoting strategy. 
Theorem 3.2. Let block LDL T factorization with the pivoting strategy of 
Algorithm 1 be applied to a symmetric tridiagonal matrix A E ~n×n to yield the 
computed factorization A ~ LDL T, and let ~ be the computed solution to Ax = b 
obtained using the factorization. Assume that all linear systems Ey = f involving 
2 × 2 pivots E are solved by GEPP or by using the explicit inverse formula (3.3). 
Then 
A + aA, = Lb£ ~, (A + ~2)~ : b, 
where 
IIAA,IIM<.CUIIAIIM+O(u2), i=  1:2, (3.9) 
with c a constant. 
4. Conclusions 
Theorem 3.2 shows that block LDL z factorization with t e pivoting strategy 
of Algorithm 1 is a normwise backward stable way to factorize a symmetric tri- 
diagonal matrix A and to solve a linear system Ax = b. Block LDL a" factoriza- 
tion therefore provides an attractive alternative to GEPP for solving such 
linear systems. 
Since the inertia of A is the same as that of the block diagonal factor D, the 
factorization also provides a normwise backward stable way to compute the in- 
ertia. However, for computing inertias of symmetric tridiagonal m trices tan- 
dard LDL x factorization without pivoting has the stronger componentwise 
relative form of backward stability ([5], Lemma 5.3), and so is preferable in 
the bisection method for computing eigenvalues, for example. 
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